
Infinite Flight

**About Infinite Flight**

Infinite Flight is a flight simulator for smartphones and tablets. Users can choose from a wide

range of aircraft, enjoy HD landscapes and experience detailed airports and machines.

In Infinite Flight you can play the role of a pilot. You have many different aircraft available, from

traditional airliners to special military aircraft. The simulation app also convinces with high-

resolution regions and detailed machines and airports. Another special feature is that you can

always customize the flight individually. You have the possibility, for example, to set the time of

day or the weather conditions during the flight. Control the aircraft, ensure a safe start and a

smooth landing and experience great scenery during your flight.

**Infinite Flight - Features:** 

- Wide range of aircraft: Infinite Flight offers you many different aircraft and aircraft types. No

matter if you prefer to fly an airliner, general aviation or even a military aircraft - in Infinite Flight

you can sit in the cockpit of any plane. As the aircraft and cockpits are also displayed in great

detail, the pleasure of flying is even more realistic.

- Experience unique landscapes: During your flight, you can enjoy high-resolution landscapes. The

HD satellite imagery and precise topography ensure that you experience a unique and interesting

flight, where there is always something new to discover.

- Visit large airports: Of course, the flight simulator not only has high-resolution landscape and

satellite imagery, but also many national and international airports. Head for the world's largest

airports and take off and land on the main runways and taxiways.

- Customize your flight: In order to enjoy a truly successful flying experience that meets your needs

and wishes, you can make some settings regarding the flight. For example, you can set what time

of the day you want to fly or which weather you want to have during your flight.

Conclusion: The flight simulation Infinite Flight is absolutely recommendable for flight fans as well

as for flight professionals like pilots. The app is a really successful flight simulation, which

impresses above all by impressive HD graphics, detailed representations and customizable

flights.


